FEATURES

- 300 Angstroms resolution guaranteed
- 30 x to 40,000 x magnifications
- 15kV accelerating voltage
- prealigned 3-lens system
- uses only 2 x 3½ feet of space
- simple operation—little or no training needed
- minimum maintenance
- price range $15,000-$17,000

For brochure, contact

International Scientific Instruments

Suite 5, 970 San Antonio Road, Palo Alto, CA 94303. Phone (415) 328-8733.
See us at EMSA, Booth Nos. 64, 65.
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STOP throwing away counting vials contaminated by radioactivity!
NEW BUCHLER REFLUXO-WASHER™ II MAKES CONTAMINATED VESSELS REUSABLE

A busy laboratory can recover the cost of the stainless steel Refluxo-Washer in just a few months! One liter of solvent, which can be used several times will decontaminate 140 vials in approximately 90 minutes. Heated vapor rising from a solvent mixture on the bottom of the Refluxo-Washer condenses in the vials and falls back into the pool of solvent. Decontamination occurs through this process of continuous vapor washing.

The Refluxo-Washer has a 14"x 14" base and comes with heater, thermoswitch, cooling coil and 2 stainless steel baskets.

BUCHLER INSTRUMENTS DIVISION
NUCLEAR-CHICAGO CORP.
A SUBSIDIARY OF G O. SAELE & CO.
1327 SIXTEENTH STREET, FORT LEE, NEW JERSEY, 07024
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BOOKS RECEIVED
(Continued from page 343)


Roll your own cells.

Increased production of mammalian cells and viruses is now possible by growing cell monolayers in roller bottles. Instead of flat bottles, the Rollacell utilizes cylindrical vessels that provide increased growth area while reducing laboratory space and medium requirements. Large numbers of tissue culture bottles can be rotated simultaneously at any speed between 0.1 rpm and 8 rpm. Because of its modular design, a single bench scale unit can be readily converted for production applications by merely adding one or more roller tiers as the need arises. An incubated unit is also available with a built-in roller drive for precise control of temperature as well as speed. The Rollacell is made in sizes up to 10 tiers.

Write for Catalog RC 41S/772
NEW BRUNSWICK SCIENTIFIC CO., INC.
1700 SUMMIT ST. • P.O. BOX 814, NEW BRUNSWICK, NEW JERSEY 08903
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Look into the ultimate research instrument.

You might even call it a scanning electron laboratory. Ultrascan has the most sophisticated video system (2 channels, 5 image processing modes) ... the most accommodating specimen chamber ... the first digital, computer-compatible scan generator ... choice of oil-diffusion or ion-pumped vacuum system ... x-ray and Auger analysis capabilities ... altogether 10 operating modes which permit total materials characterization with this single instrument.

If you're spending $50,000 or more for a SEM and you're interested in truly advanced analytical capabilities, you can't afford not to consider Ultrascan. Seriously.

Contact us for a demonstration. The Ultrascan Company, 18530 S. Miles Parkway, Cleveland, Ohio 44128. Phone: (216) 663-5006.

Your old counter and
gets you to
600 MHz

The new Heath/Schlumberger SM-114A Scaler extends the useful range of any counter with more than 100 kHz capability. Three pushbutton-selected ranges allow division of input frequency by 1, 10 and 100. The +1 range provides for direct transmission of frequencies from 10 MHz to 100 MHz with a gain of 17 dB; + 10 and + 100 ranges will scale frequencies between 40 MHz and 600 MHz.

Output voltage and impedance matches all counters. The new SM-114A features a 50 ohm output impedance with 50 mV rms sensitivity and an output of 1 V P-P into a 50 ohm load. The input is protected to 5 V rms and has a VSWR of 2:1 up to 2 V rms. The 1 V P-P output will drive virtually every counter on the market, and with only 50 mV required from the signal source.

Simple to use. Unlike many other frequency scalers, the Heath/Schlumberger SM-114A has no sensitivity adjustment or input attenuator. Just connect the input and output signals with standard BNC-type cables and select the dividing range. Scale frequency into the UHF region at low cost.

Order the SM-114A now.

Assembled SM-114A, 8 lbs. ........................................ $365.00*

SM-114A SPECIFICATIONS — INPUT — Frequency Range: ± 1 — Sine or square wave: 10 MHz to 100 MHz, ± 10 — Sine wave: 40 MHz to 600 MHz (typical 15 MHz to 600 MHz). Square wave: 10 MHz — 600 MHz, ± 100 — Sine wave: 40 MHz to 600 MHz (typical 15 MHz to 600 MHz), Square wave: 10 MHz — 600 MHz.

Amplitude: Minimum — 50 mV RMS. Maximum — 2.0 V RMS (to maintain 2:1 VSWR) protected to 5 V RMS. Impedance: 50 Ω with less than 2.1 VSWR from 10 MHz to 600 MHz and less than 2 V RMS input voltage, AC coupled. OUTPUT — Amplitude: 1 V P-P. Impedance: 50 Ω, AC coupled. POWER REQUIREMENTS — 125 V, 50/60 Hz, 7 watts. May be changed to 240 V with internal switch and change of fuse. DIMENSIONS — 9" x 7" x 5", 8 lb; 8" x 14" wide, 2 1/4" high.

Count Frequency
To 80 MHz For
As Little As $350.*

For counting capability into the high frequency region at modest cost, check out the Heath/Schlumberger 80 MHz frequency counters:

Our SM-105A provides 10 Hz to over 80 MHz range, 5-digit LED readout, 100 mV rms input sensitivity and time base stability of ±10 ppm...for just $350.*

Our SM-104A counter provides the same range and readout as the SM-105A, but has a research-grade TCXO time base guaranteed stable to 1 part in 10^4 per year and 5 digits of TTL-compatible BCD output...for only $500.*

HEATH/SCHLUMBERGER SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS
Dept. 531-193
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

*Mail order prices; F.O.B. Benton Harbor, Michigan

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. EK-338
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28 JULY 1972
The first single-volume report of the extensive research conducted in the Antarctic since the International Geophysical Year.

700 pages, hundreds of illustrations and tables, a comprehensive index. Full color wall map of Antarctica.

Member's price (with check accompanying order): $19.95. Regular price: $24.95. Send orders to Department R2.

RESERCH DIRECTOR
PACIFIC BIOLOGICAL STATION
NANAIMO, B. C.
Salary to $29,700
Fisheries Research Board
Department of the Environment
THIS COMPETITION IS OPEN TO BOTH MEN AND WOMEN

The Pacific Biological Station contributes primarily to the commercial and recreational fisheries program and also to the environmental quality program of the Fisheries Research Board.

The Director will be required to plan, develop, coordinate, and manage the research program of the Station, to provide scientific leadership and to foster a research environment conducive to a high level of research productivity.

Qualifications required include a doctorate degree, or equivalent academic training and research experience in an area related to the research program of the Station, evidence of ability to provide leadership necessary to manage a Station of the scope indicated.

Knowledge of the English language is essential.

Further information and the appropriate application forms can be obtained by writing to:

BIO-PHYSICAL SCIENCES PROGRAM
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION OF CANADA
OTTAWA, ONTARIO K1A 0M7

Please quote reference number 72-1152


$5.40 Per year.

Hardco will save you 30-40% of your animal care costs.

Every year the typical 5,000 cage facility spends around $20,000 just to maintain their obsolete bottle watering system. $20,000 just for labor.

But—there is virtually no labor with a Hardco automatic watering system.

And almost no labor costs. So that in about 17 months you usually get a full return on your investment.

And get to use that 30-40% savings for more important things.

Think about it. Over 450 labs have automated with Hardco. And that includes some of the biggest:

We will design a system specifically for your lab, install it ourselves, train your personnel, guarantee it for two years.

The only thing we don't do is tell you how to allocate your new found funds.

hardco scientific
Division of Fieldstone Corporation
1204 Omni Drive
Cincinnati, Ohio 45245
Please send complete literature.

name_________________________
firm_________________________
address_________________________________________
city__________________________ state____________________ zip_________
Personnel Placement

POSITIONS WANTED

Biochemist, Ph.D., female. Grants, publications, Experience teaching graduate, undergraduate, and medical students. Research interests: plant and microbial biochemistry. Teaching or teaching assistant position desired. Box 305, SCIENCE.

Biology chairmanship sought. Ph.D. Books and journal publications, Grant- and contract-support research program, administrative experience. Box 310, SCIENCE.

Botanist: Ph.D.; 6 years of teaching and 2 years of research experience. Specialized training in plant physiology and forestry. Seeks academic position. Available immediately. Box 311, SCIENCE.

Cell Biologist/Botanist Ph.D. Extensive teaching, research, and publications. Special interests: plant cell/tissue culture, anatomy, cytobiology, morphogenesis, cinemicrography. Available Fall 1972. References. Box 312, SCIENCE.


Developmental Biologist, Ph.D. Seeks academic position. Five years at major universities. Superior instruction, vertebrate embryology, physiology, endocrinology, biochemistry. Publications. Box 313, SCIENCE.

Editor-Publisher-Reporter: Record and transcribe, and publish any scientific technical meeting. Extensive experience with NRC-NAS and other individual meetings accepted. Box 314, SCIENCE.

Entomologist-Electron Microscopist-Neurophysiologist; Ph.D. Form and function of insect sensory (photo-, mechano-, sound, olfactory) receptors. Pharmacological agents as tools to study mechanisms of transduction and nerve conduction. Publications. Four years of teaching experience in general biology and research related courses. Box 315, SCIENCE.


Microbiologist/Immunologist, Ph.D. Experienced in hospital clinical microbiology, oncongous viruses, immune suppression diseases. Experience in teaching undergraduate and graduate immunology and microbiology. Desires academic, industrial, or hospital laboratory position. Box 317, SCIENCE.

Molecular Biologist, Ph.D. Postdoctoral training, Experience, publications. Seeks research position. Box 318, SCIENCE.

Ph.D. Aquaculturist, certified fisheries scientist, 7 years of experience, brackishwater, fish, shrimp culture. Seeks teaching, research or industrial position. Publications. Box 319, SCIENCE.


Positions Open

ANATOMIST

Recent Ph.D. interested in contributing to an integrated, innovative program. Primary teaching duties in Neuroanatomy with some participation in Gross Anatomy. Limited research. Rank and salary open. Contact: Dr. Roger Senti, Dean College of Osteopathic Medicine & Surgery, 722 North Ave., Des Moines, Iowa 50309.

FELLOWSHIPS

POSTDOCTORAL FELLOW

Ph.D. in biochemistry or cell biology. Work involves isolation and site of action at the membrane level of a myotoxin from Aspergillus. Begins September, for a period up to 3 years. Apply with curriculum vita to: Dr. Herman Melner Department of Biological Sciences, Duesenberg University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219.

POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP

for research-oriented biochemist interested in lipid metabolism and enzymology. Some experience in lipid biochemistry desirable. Write to: University of Minnesota The Hormel Institute Austin, Minnesota 55912.

PROPOSAL

It is the intention of the Carcinogenesis Area of the National Cancer Institute to advertise the availability of a request for proposals for a contract activity entitled "Nicotine Levels in Blood: Detection by Radioimmunoassay."

Individuals representing research organizations who wish to receive copies of this request for proposal when it becomes available are invited to submit their names to the following address prior to 9 August 1972 (request must reference RFP No. NCI-E-C-73-2):

Mr. Maurice Fortin National Cancer Institute Building 37, Room 1A07 National Institutes of Health Bethesda, Maryland 20014

The Market Place

SPECIALIZED AUCTION SALES OF SURPLUS PERIODICALS AND SERIALS

MAXWELLS—the most experienced auctioneers specializing in auctioning learned journals and serials in SCIENCE, MEDICINE AND THE HUMANITIES.

For free explanatory brochure as to how to participate as a buyer or seller in these auctions, and for the catalog of the results of the most recently held auction sale, please write or telephone to the most convenient address given below:

Maxwell Scientific International Inc. Fairview Park, Elmbridge, New York 10523. Tel: (914) 592-9141

Bumps Haldane & Maxwell Limited Cowper House, Olney, Bucks, England Tel: (0234) 711529